A computer algorithm is presented to obtain best parameters of local composition equations. The Simplex method is found to be one of the most effective parameterseeking methods. Numerical calculations are illustrated by a simultaneous fit of excess Gibbs free energy and excess enthalpy of mixing data for the ethanol-cyclohexane system using the Wilson, Heil, and NRTLequations, whose parameters are assumed to vary linearly with temperature.
Introduction
Local composition equations (Wilson17), Heil4), and nonrandom two liquid (NRTL)12>) have been successfully used to represent the excess Gibbs free energy data for a wide variety of binary liquid mixtures under the assumption that binary parameters are independent of temperature. Various methods5'8'13'15 '16) have been used to obtain the binary parameters from experimental data. The methods involve a nonlinear least square regression procedure. Recently it has been
shown that these equations can correlate binary and ternary heat of mixing data under the assumption that the parameters change .with temperature1'2'5'9'10).
This means that the number of constants in the equations increases from two to more than four.
More efficient and powerful parameter-seeking methods are desirable, because the methods used to determine only two parameters are not efficient or not applicable to more than four-parameter-seeking problems. We have examined how several proposed methods are useful for this purpose. Somemethods fail to converge to best values unless initial parameters are properly assigned. The estimation of initial parameters is sometimes not easy. Apparently the methods should allow the parameters to converge to their best values irrespective of the starting values of the parameters. We have found that the Simplex method is quite effective in parameter determination of the local composition equations from the excess Gibbs free energy and excess enthalpy of mixing data. The Simplex method was originally proposed by Nelder and Meadn) and its advantages were discussed by Kowalik and Osborne6).
Calculation Procedure
The generalized expression to show the Wilson, Heil, and NRTLequations for the excess Gibbs free energy ofa binary mixture is
where Tij^g^-gj^IRT and Gij=f>ijexp (-aijzij here n and m are, respectively, the number of experimental gE and hE data points at a specified isothermal temperature. N is the number of isothermal system temperatures for gE data and Mis that of hE data.y^indicates as the objective function the sum of squares of absolute deviations in gE and hE and f2
refers to the sum of squares of relative deviations in gE and hE. Kaliaguine and Ramalho5) used the other forms of objective function. Which form is used depends upon the programmer's choice. To find the most effective parameter-seeking method, we preliminarily checked the workability of the nonlinear least squares method7), the modified steepest descent method7}, and a hybrid of these two methods, and found that these methods were often unsuccessful. The methods include the partial differential terms of an objective function with respect to parameter. Finally we adopted the Simplex method, which is one of the direct search methods.
According to the Simplex method, the vertex of a simplex maybe represented by a matrix C, and f is denoted byf (C). The algorithm of the Simplex method is expressed as follows.
(1) Read necessary physical (molar volumes of pure components) and thermodynamic (gE and hE) data.
(2) Read Ct to make an initial simplex and read e, a, /3, and y, where e is a stopping criterion, a is a positive number and is called a reflection factor, ft is a positive number less than unity and is called a contraction factor, and j is greater than unity and is called an expansion factor. We used a=l, /3=0.5, y=2, and £=0.001.
(3) Make a simplex and determine CH, Cs, CL, and c0.
(4) Reflect the simplex to evaluate CRandf(CR).
(5) Iff(CR) meets the condition thatf[Cs)^f{CR) .f(CL), replace CH with CR and then return to (3).
(6) Iff(CR) is less thanf(CL), transfer the simplex to the direction of (CR-Co) to reform the simplex, Then expand the reformed simplex. Iff(CR) is greater thanf(CE), replace CH with CE and return to (3). Iff(CR) is equal to or less than/(C^), CH is reset to CR and transferred back to (3).
(7) If CR satisfies the condition that f(Cff) >f(CR)> y^(C^) after reflection, replace CH with CR and construct the simplex. Iff(CR) is equal to or greater than f(CH), contract the simplex without replacement. C0=UECt-CH)
CR=(l +a)C0~aCH (10) Fig. 1 shows a flow chart for the proposed algorithm.
Sample Calculation
Numerical calculations were carried out to fit simultaneously the gE data of Scatchard and Satkievicz14) at 5°, 20°, 35°, 50°, and 65°C and the hE data of Grosse-Wortmann et al^at 20°C for the ethanolcyclohexane system with the three local composition equations. overall performance in the simultaneous fit of gE and hE data for manystrongly non-ideal solutions. Table 2 represents howwell an arbitrary initial simplex converges within some small tolerance.
Conclusions
Wereconfirm the superiority of the Simplex method over the other minimum-seekingmethods as pointed out by Kowalik and Osborne6) . The advantages of the method are summarized as follows.
(1) The number of parameters is independent of that of data points, because the normal equations are un- We propose to use the method in the case of a complicated objective function. 
